UTM INTRAMURALS
EURO MATCH PREDICTOR POOL

Format
Match Predictor is the game where you can predict each result in UEFA EURO 2020. Earn points by guessing the right scorelines, first goalscorers and first teams to score. Each matchday, double your points for one match by playing your 2x booster.

Correct Score
Correctly predict the number of home* team goals: +1 point
Correctly predict the number of away* team goals: +1 point
Correctly predict the goal difference between the two teams: +1 point
Goals scored in penalty shoot-outs aren’t taken into account in correct goal predictions.
*The team listed first in the official fixture list is considered the ‘home’ team.

First goal
Correctly predict the first player to score: +2 points
Correctly predict the first team to score: +1 points
Goals scored in penalty shoot-outs aren’t taken into account in first goal predictions.

Registration
Register on IM Leagues and the link to the pool and password will be emailed to you.